Structured illumination microscopy can break diffraction limit by modulating frequency of object. However, to decode spectrum, conventional structured illumination super-resolution imaging technique needs to acquire three images at least with different phases. Not only higher requirement is put forward to phase shift accuracy, but also reconstruction efficiency is badly affected. A method for achieving structured illumination super-resolution imaging by two steps based on background light field modulation is proposed in the paper. By modulating background light field and structured illumination light field without phase shift can extract the high frequency and achieve super-resolution imaging. The method improving construction efficiency as well as reducing system complexity.
INTRODUCTION

Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) is inspired by moiré effect
ଵ . The high frequency information of the object is modulated into the low frequency region so as to through the diffraction limited system ଶ . SIM can break the 1/2 wavelength diffraction limit ଷ and double the system resolution. Since 2000, SIM is proposed by M.G.L, GUSTAFSSON who from the University of San Francisco ସ , this method attracted the researchers' attention quickly by virtue of its simple device, and the object to be measurement has no special requirements. Dan Dan, who from Xi'an Institute of Optics and Precision Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, proposed DMD-based LED-illumination Super-resolution and optical sectioning microscopy in 2012 ହ . All the conventional SIM methods are to modulate high frequency part of the object beyond the diffraction limit into the range of the diffraction limited system by loading the sinusoidal illumination light field on the object. In the process of reconstructing super-resolution images , the spectrum separation algorithm is the key to guarantee the quality of imaging. The conventional methods require accurate phase shift. And when separate multiple direction spectrum, each direction requires at least three images with different phases, greatly affected the reconstruction efficiency. A method for achieving structured illumination super-resolution imaging by two steps based on background light field modulation is proposed in this paper. By using the background light field image and the structured light modulation image, the spectrum of the object is separated by the specific algorithm to extract the high frequency information. Then the super-resolution image can be reconstructed. Compared with the conventional methods, the method we proposed only needs to acquire two images in one direction, not only reduces the requirement of phase shift accuracy, but also improves the reconstruction efficiency. Especially when reconstructing multiple directions spectrum. For example, if you load three directions of structured light, the conventional method need to acquire at least nine images. But the method proposed in this paper besides one background light field image, each direction only need to acquire one structured light modulation image. That is, only need four images altogether can achieve super-resolution imaging. The efficiency of reconstruction is improved greatly.
THEORY
A method for achieving structured illumination super-resolution imaging by two steps based on background light field modulation is proposed in this paper. First, without structured light, the background light field can be expressed as ( ) g r . The high frequency component of the object is filtered because of the diffraction limited system. As shown in Fig.1 . The dashed box represents the frequency range that the diffraction limited system can receive. The spectrum inside the dashed box can be expressed as
where ( ) h r is point spread function(PSF), ⊗ represents convolution. Then loading the structured illumination on object, the structured light field image that image acquisition system acquires can be expressed as 
Fourier transform of formula 3 Figure 2 . Distribution of spectrum modulated by structured illumination.
To extract the high frequency information, we modulate the background light field by the same structure light. The image can be expressed as 
The spectrum is shown in the dashed box below, and the dashed box represents the frequency range that the diffraction limited system can receive. The spectrum contains three parts, the frequency is at 0 , p , p − . As is shown in Fig.3 . The zero order spectrum that can through the diffraction limited system is the same. Therefore, the high-frequency components can be extracted by subtracting the two spectrum represented by the formulas 4 and 6, as shown in Fig.7 and 4 .
Move it to the correct position respectively. The move distance and direction depend on the frequency and direction of structured light. The high-frequency component can be expressed as
Then add together the zero order spectrum and the high frequency component can rebuild complete spectral information
The complete spectrum is shown in Fig.5 Figure 5. Spectrum reconstructed.
SIMULATION ANALYSIS
A method for achieving structured illumination super-resolution imaging by two steps based on background light field modulation is proposed in this paper. The method has been simulated and analyzed. The object is an equidistant sine grating. As shown in Figure 6 . Using the low-pass filter to substitute for the diffraction limited system. We can see that the high frequency region of the image is blurred, that is, the high frequency information is lost, as is shown in Fig.7. Fig.8 is the spectrum distribution of the object through the diffraction limited system. Load the structured light on the object. To extract high frequency component, modulate background light field by the same structured light. Subtract the spectrum of modulated background light field from the spectrum modulated by structured light.
The result is shown in Fig.9 .
Move the high frequency component to original position and add it to the zero order spectrum to rebuild complete spectrum. The rebuild resultant is shown in Fig.10 . The comparison of rebuild spectrum and object spectrum is shown in Fig.11 . 
CONCLUSION
A method for achieving structured illumination super-resolution imaging by two steps based on background light field modulation is proposed in this paper. Simulation and experiment verify, the method can achieve super-resolution imaging only by using two images. Without accurate phase shift, we can extract the high frequency component, rebuild the complete frequency domain information. Not only reduces the complexity of the system, but also improve the efficiency of reconstruction. Especially for multi-directional structured light, the number of images will be greatly reduced, the advantage of efficiency of reconstruction is more obvious. 
